Intermediate Level Grammar Exercise

Fill in the blanks

1. Come again tomorrow, .......................?
   - will you
   - should you
   - may you

2. Measles .............................. contagious.
   - is
   - are
   - Either could be used here

   - is
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4. I ………………………….. my professor yesterday.

called on

called out

called in

5. Either of these roads ………………………. to the railway station.

lead

leads

7. Five applications ........................................ by the management.

accepted

were accepted

have accepted

8. They are decorating the hall for the party. The hall ................................. by them for the party.

is decorated

is being decorated
9. I discussed this .................................. them.

with
for
to

10. They waited with .................................. breath.

bated
baited
abated

11. She .............................................. on that project for six months.
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12. It _________________ raining since yesterday.

- hasn't stopped
- hasn't been stopping
- didn't stop

**Answers**

1. Come again tomorrow, will you?

2. Measles is contagious.

3. Mathematics is my favorite subject.
4. I called on my professor yesterday.

5. Either of these roads leads to the railway station.

6. I lived in Mumbai from 2001 to 2015.

7. Five applications were accepted by the management.

8. They are decorating the hall for the party. The hall is being decorated by them for the party.

9. I discussed this with them.

10. They waited with bated breath.

11. She has been working on that project for six months.

12. It hasn’t stopped raining since yesterday.